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“Ice Forest” by Payton Foley ‘21
Natural Lands Winter photo contest winner 2020

Racial Disparities in
COVID-19 Outcomes

On September 21st, several of the
biology faculty (Lisa Bowers, Emily Mohl,
Steve Freedberg, Norman Lee, Diane,
Angell, and Anne Walter) gave a
departmental seminar titled "Racial
Disparities in COVID-19 Outcomes."
The
speakers
summarized
the
mechanisms underlying COVID-19
infection and transmission, and presented
information on social and biological
factors that could potentially be
contributing to racial inequality in
prevalence and mortality rates. The talk
offered some perspectives on what could
be done to reverse these trends and
concluded with a spirited 30-minute long
question-and-answer session with
the panelists. The talk was well attended
by students and
faculty from across
campus. Click the
graphic to view the
presentation.
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Nick Tolen (‘10)
Finds Fulﬁlling Career in
Sea Turtle Research

Called out of retirement!
Don Garvey (‘79)
retired from 3M at
the end of 2018 after
working there as the
construction safety
and health technical
& product specialist
for powered air and emergency
response respirators. This past
March, 3M called and asked if he
would be willing to come back to
work on their COVID-19 technical
help line. He now provides technical
assistance 9 hours each day to
people in the United States and
globally regarding 3M respiratory
products and other PPE. From
government and military personnel,
to health professionals, to nervous
citizens seeking help, Don provides
answers and helps them evaluate if
their PPE is functional and how to
properly don and doff it. “It has been
a professional challenge (but an
enjoyable one) to switch back and
forth from discussions with safety
and health professionals who
understand respiratory protection to
citizens who have never worn - or
perhaps even seen - a respirator in
their life.”

2 Bio Alums Awarded Fulbright
Scholarships for 2020-21
(from St. Olaf News)

Henry Henson (‘20)
spent the fall at Aarhus
University in Denmark
and is now studying at
the Greenland Climate
Research Center in Nuuk,
Greenland.
Jenna Richter (‘20)
is conducting leprosy
research with Dr.
Madhusmita Das in
Karigiri, Tamil Nadu,
India.

Exciting Happenings in the Biology Department
Novel Research Planned for Genetics and Cell Biology Students
Over the past few years Biology students have had more opportunities to do their own small research projects as
part of their course-associated labs. This course-based research gives our students a chance to apply their
knowledge and skills while getting a taste of exploring something not known. But what if these lab projects could be
part of something bigger? This is the dream of faculty members Kim Kandl and Laura Listenberger who are
spearheading a project to infuse our required Cell Biology and Genetics courses with the basic research needed to
understand energy storage and mobilization in the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila.
To do this requires planning (since over 100 students take each of these courses every year)! To this end, 13
students were recruited for a directed undergraduate research course for Fall term 2020 to work with Listenberger
and two other faculty members, Eric Cole and Anne Walter to ﬁgure out the best methods for practical analysis and
identify critical questions to be taken up by the cell biology students. The DUR resulted in practical guidelines for the
course lab manual that will permit the new researchers taking the class to successfully begin addressing novel
research questions. These include everything from the very practical (how to best count these cells) and measure
their growth rates to protocols for staining and quantifying lipid droplets or other cell structures and discovering
associated proteins. Without the student involvement in this planning, it would have been impossible to anticipate
how long it takes for novice experimenters to complete a task or how well they can accomplish a sophisticated
protocol. The students in the DUR were careful to point out to us what was hard conceptually and, very usefully, how
to divide projects into three-hour lab times.
The next steps in this ambitious project include developing genetic labs in which students will explore gene
expression and identify potentially useful mutants to be characterized by the cell biology students. Most immediately
we will beta test the work from the fall in two classes this spring, Cell Biology and the cell component of ChBi (the
integrated introduction to chemistry and biology). The students and faculty are loving this adventure!

Leeuwenhoek meets the Covid-19 pandemic in the 21st century
In December of 2020, Professor Eric Cole researched a variety of
inexpensive microscopes for his non-majors, J-term BIO 121 course on
Stem Cells. The “fold-scope” he settled on came unassembled (photo
1) but after two hours next to the family Christmas tree, Professor
Cole had his ﬁrst fully assembled foldscope in hand (photo 2)! But how
well will it work? He attached it to his cell phone, a magnetic light
source, and inserted a microscope slide. The result? Cells! (photo3)

1
1

Soon, 24 assembled fold-scopes were sent to the BIO 121 enrollees studying from Minnesota to Africa - along with slides, samples, and
2
3
sampling equipment. Would the students be able to make them work?
2
Could Prof. Cole and his students work together to do something
resembling science with stem cells?
The students proved to be remarkably committed, and together they
explored plant root tip dynamics as a model for stem cell biology. The
rapidly dividing cells in the root tip meristem behaved essentially like
stem cells! Students learned through both foldscope microscopy using
microscope slides prepared 70 years ago at St. Olaf by "HWH" (Howard
W. Hansen), and through surgery at home: cutting onion or garlic roots
at various places to discern the source of cell divisions, AKA the "stem
cells". Though not all lab kits arrived (one is still lost, somewhere over
Africa), and not everyone could wrangle the mechanics behind of getting
a perfect picture (some cell phones interacted with the magnetic
attachments producing images that shuddered uncontrollably back and
forth), it can be said that all gave it a good “college try”. Zoom lab
sessions supplemented the course, but this was truly an unforgettable
One of the student “stem cell” images
experience!
(continued on p. 4, 6)

Exciting Happenings (cont. from page 3)
The St. Olaf Natural Lands celebrate 30 years!
By Kathy Shea, Natural Lands Curator

In 2020 we celebrated the 30th anniversary of the development of the St. Olaf
Natural Lands that we enjoy today. We have 350 acres of restored forests, prairie
and wetlands that represent the natural habitat of this area. This anniversary was
recognized on the St. Olaf website, and the St. Olaf Magazine (Summer 2020). We
also had the ﬁrst review of the Natural Lands program by outside reviewers and
surveyed the St. Olaf
community about
their use of the Natural
Lands. The survey
showed that the existence
of the Natural Lands
inﬂuences student interest
in attending St. Olaf
and over 78% of the
students report that
they visit the Natural
Lands at least once a
month. The reviewers
commended the
people involved for 30
years of good
stewardship and commended the college for its commitment to the Natural Lands
program. Ideas from the reviewers will help us increase interest in and use of the
Natural Lands in educational/recreational activities. The Covid-19 pandemic curtailed
other planned activities to celebrate this anniversary. However the pandemic has
made us appreciate the Natural Lands even more. Spending time in nature helps us
understand and appreciate the natural world and improves our health and happiness.

Biology Alumni/Faculty in the St. Olaf News
(Click on the photo for the full article)
“Being a vet has been my goal since I was a kid, but there were many points along
the way where I constructively questioned my decision.” Samantha Waddell (’18)
“My research goal is to build a system in which the participation of women
and racial and ethnic minorities in clinical trials and medical device
development is increased.” Essa Mohamed (‘09)
Associate Professor of Political Science Chris Chapp (left) and Mayo Clinic medical student Tyler
Benning (’17) (right) collaborated on a paper that was recently featured in JAMA Pediatrics, a
monthly peer-reviewed journal published by the American Medical Association.
Jennifer Nelson (‘98), Ian Pray (‘09), Melissa Rolfes (‘06) and Eric Schilling (‘99) are just a few
of the Biology Oles working on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Professor of Biology Eric Cole is among St. Olaf faculty honored with Cassling Innovation Awards.
“We were cut off from each other, from our laboratory bench and organisms, and from the
creative process of live experimental research. How do you get students to work with organisms
in an experimental setting now? How do you get them to discover their hands?”

St. Olaf Biology Alumni Updates
Ellen Schuldt (‘87), didn't work for 6 months, from the
end of February until the end of August 2020 due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. She ﬁnally got a part time OT
assignment in Carlsbad, NM and enjoyed exploring the
beautiful Guadalupe Mountains, Lincoln National Forest,
and Carlsbad Caverns. That assignment ended
mid-December, just in time for her to return to
Minnesota for Christmas and winter weather! Before
returning to Minnesota, however, she
swung down to Texas and went to Big
Bend National Park. She is currently
working with her travel company to
get another assignment.

Callan Bock (‘19) is in his ﬁrst year of
Dental School at the University of
Minnesota.
Dr. April Wright ('09) was recently
awarded an NSF CAREER award for
her work with statistical
phylogenetics. The
research will focus on
integrating the fossil
record with modern
molecular data for the
inference of phylogenetic
trees scaled to geological
time. The project will also
include a study of how
computation and
statistics can best be
incorporated in
undergraduate biology classrooms.
Paul McCray (‘76) is a pediatric pulmonologist at the
University of Iowa focusing on lung diseases, especially
those cause my infectious agents. HIs lab has studied
coronaviruses since the early 2000s, focusing on viruses
that cause severe diseases including SARS, MERS, and now
COVID-19. They have particular expertise in making mouse
models of these diseases and using them to study disease
pathogenesis and to test new treatments. His work has
been published in Nature, Forbes and other publications.

I am now
in my
second
year of
medical school at Sidney
Kimmel Medical College and
engaged to be married to
the man of my dreams!
~Cece Sagona (‘18)

Phil Grupe (‘07) has been
working as the Sustainability
Specialist for the City of
Fitchburg, WI since late 2019,
leading energy-reduction and
renewable energy efforts,
providing "green"
communications to city
residents, and working within
city departments and through
inter-municipal partnerships to
advance city-based
sustainability
efforts in
southern
Wisconsin. This
new role comes
after a decade
in the Madison
area, where he
completed his M.S. in
sustainability engagement at
UW's Nelson Institute for
Environmental Studies, spent 6
years working in energy
efﬁciency program analysis and
design, and now live with his
partner of over 3 years (getting
married in a private ceremony
last fall).

St. Olaf Biology Alumni Updates, cont.
Bill Stauffer (‘88) was
honored to be a part of
coordinating a tribute,
featuring cellist Yo-Yo
Ma, celebrating ﬁrst
responders from our
community and beyond.

John Walters (‘08) and his wife, Alissa Walters
(née Broz)(‘08), welcomed their ﬁrst child,
Theodore Franklin Broz Walters (‘42?) into the
tumultuous world on March 17th, 2020. All are
well. They are currently living in MA (though
hopefully moving back to MN in 2021!)

Scott McPherson (‘80) writes, “We are all interested in and
have our opinions about COVID-19. I have written an
opinion piece on the use of zinc as a prophylactic treatment
for COVID-19. It appears in the American Journal of
Ophthalmology.”

Serina Robinson ('15)
gave her PhD thesis
defense in May of 2020.
She has already been hired
as a new faculty member at
ETH Zürich, Switzerland.

Amil G. Anderson (’76)
retired this past summer
after teaching
chemistry and
biochemistry for 31
years at Wittenberg
University in Springﬁeld,
OH. This summer he
relocated back to
Northﬁeld just down the
hill from campus.

Exciting Happenings (continued from page 3)

New Action Team Welcomes Student Perspectives to Create a More
Inclusive Ole STEM Culture by Diane Angell

While many St. Olaf students attending courses and labs in Regents feel welcome and
comfortable, many do not. Being a science major at an institution that has a reputation for
graduating excellent scientists and mathematicians can be a challenge and many talented
students may leave the sciences after a negative experience. You might reﬂect on your ﬁrst
day in a college science or math class and remember what that felt like! We know that the
science and math departments at St. Olaf should be leaders in working to bring diversity,
equity and inclusion into our ﬁelds and recent events have made us realize that our
departments must be more proactive in welcoming all students into our classes and labs.
Groups of St. Olaf students and faculty have joined national efforts like #ShutDownStem,
departments have published statements re-afﬁrming their commitment to examining how
social issues like racism impact our teaching, and we now appreciate that students want to
learn how social issues intersect with what they study in their science and math classes. We
appreciate that there is much more work to do!
Recently we have created a Natural Science and Math Student Action Team with student
representatives from each department. This team, led by Biology faculty Diane Angell and
Assoc. Dean Jason Engbrecht, will examine practices in our departments by exploring
students’ experiences as STEM majors at St. Olaf and suggest ways we can make our labs
and classrooms inclusive and equitable. We expect this group will bring student voices and
experiences directly into faculty conversations to foster a more inclusive science and math
culture at St. Olaf. The creation of this team is a small step, but we hope that systematically
bringing students into the conversation and making this team a permanent addition to our
community will keep us moving forward as we continue to prepare scientists and
mathematicians for the future.

Your Gift, Your Way
Typically, we remind our
alumni that there is the option
to contribute to the college
while ear-marking your gift to
go to the Biology Department.
We are all navigating
uncharted waters during these
unprecedented times. If you
are able to give, we are
grateful. We also understand
– as never before – that giving
at this time may not be
possible. We stand with you all
in hopes for better times
ahead!

